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PREFACE

The Natibnal Center for Research in Vocational Education is indebted to Dr. Hendrik D.
Gideonse for his remarks on "A Model for Educational Research and Development: 1985."

In his presentation, Dr. Gideonse shares his notions about the nature of behavioral and social
researchnotions that he thinks help to explain "some of the enduring puzzles" of the field of edu-
cational research arid development. Additionally, he presents a simple interaction model which
relates the outcomes of research to those who have a stake in those outcomes.

A graduate of Harvard University, Dr: Gicleonse received an Ed.D. in history and philosophy
in 1963 and a master's degree in education in 1959. He received a bachelor of arts degree in political
science from Amherst.College in 1958.

In former positions, he served as instructor at Wheelock College in Boston and at Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine; Specialist for Social Sciences and Research Coordinator, Curriculum
Branch, Division of Educational Research, USOE; Program Advisor, Division of Educational Research,
USOE; and Director, Program Planning and Evaluation Staff, Bureau of Research, USOE.

On behalf of the National Center and The Ohio State University, I take pleasure in presenting
Dr. Gideonse's lecture, "A Model for Educational Research and Development: 1985."

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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A MODEL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: 1985

Introduction

Large-scale support of educativnal research anu development in ,:he United States is now almost
twenty years old. Legislative attention at the presidential level hem tWice been devoted tu the field.
Serious attempts rave been made by the National Counci! for Educational Research to address policy
matters pertinent to the rnost.4omprehensive concerns embracing educational R&D. Depending on
the coding system used and on whether one lists oniy the +unds directed by appi upriation or policy
to the support of educational research and development is d:stinct from rn.:Inies that end up support-
ing education related research and development, the total amoUnt available annually for educational
R&D cad related activities ranges from less than 8200 million to more than a half billion dollars.

Despite the scale of effort, the focused attention to policy, and the highest level executive con-
cern, however, few if any clear outlines of shared understandings about our field exist. We have not
decided who we are or what we ought to be;ror have we decided what poiicies are requiredsustained
over timeto organize, support, and manage educational research and development to produce demon-
strable keneficial impact on the learning and education of children and adults.

The lack of clarity and the absence of what might best be called an overall rationality of policy
for educational research and development, are functions of unresolved," indeed largely unexamined,
issues concerning the nature of educational research and development and its purposes.

I want to explore conceptually why I think this is so and what might be done about it. I want
to undertake the exploration as boldly as I can, in effect, to "take a flyer" with the analysis. I know
that problems will be found with what I will propose here. I know there are implications that are
troublesome. I share that worry about some of them.

On the other hand, there is not enough discussion of these matters, given their presence and
their importance to the work and purposes of educational research and development. The ideas are
offered, therefore, in the spirit of dialog and dialectic. Subject to the test and refinement that debate
and challenge always bring to human thought, the ideas presented through this essay will hopefully
contribute to the improvement of the relation of inquiry to educational practice.

Approaching educational research and development conceptually is a formidable task. Coil-
sider, for exarnp'9, the possible frames of reference for such an examination:

1. Innumerable topics of study are embraced by educational R&D.

2. The process of education takes place within a rich political context.

3. Many functions and activities are considered to be part of research, broadly defined.

4. The relationship between research, however defined, and the purposes in terms of which
it is sponsored, supported, and conducted, is always complex.
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5. Stakeholders in the enterprise are numerous and bear complex interrelations with 9re
another.

Presumably, if the task were to define the domain of eddeational researth and development,
it would be necessary to assure that all of the above phenomena were sumehow taken into account.
Rather than mapping the nianifestations of educational R&D, however, I want to examine its in-
trinsic nature. What I want to explore, to borrow a notion, is its deep structure.

Conceptualizing Behavioral and Social Research

Behavioral and social research have a number of characteristics which fundamentally differen-
tiate them from other kinds of inquiry. Notwithstanding those differences, however, the pusitivist)c
assuMptions underlying other kinds of inquiry, particularly those vvhich are collectively referred to
as the natural sciences, havebeen uncritically accepted as models to guide our own research.

The differences which exist in behaviorel and social research grow.primarily out of three
phenomena. These are (1) human values and the cultures in which those values find expression,
(2) time, and (3) human consciousness.

The characteristics of behavioral and social research of most importance can be expressed in a

number of axioms:

Axiom No. 1. Everything about behavioral and social rerearch is integrally and inseparably
linked to matters of human value. Who does it, now it is done, who sponsors
it; what ends are intended, what the outcomes are, who the subjects we. how
decisions are made about it, and so on, are all susceptible to value premises
and valuing acts. SUsceptibility is the property of being qualitatively trans-
formable or mutable w";.h attendant consequences for meaning and effect.

There are many dimensions to this. For example, recall the debate just a few years ago about
research on delinquency. The concept itself had strong value connotations and in effect placed the
responsibility for the delinquency on the juvenile rather than on the circumstance from which the
target populations emergid.

Does the controversy over operant conditioning proceea independently of its conceptual pov,..i,
its intellectual sophistication? Only in part. The very elegance of the formulation is achieved through
disciplined use of terminology which in the eyes of some takes away the richness and ambiguity (to
say nothing of the reality of inner experience) that many hold as a hallmark of human experience.

How should the overreliance of eaucational research on quantitative analysis be interpreted in
light of societally-induced math anxiety in women in our culture? Without denying that human
behavior can be interpreted in quantitative terms, is that the most meaningful approach even though

we know how to do it so well?

What about the choices implicit in whethev to seek understanding of human learning in terms
of psychological models, social-psychological n iodels, or political models? Subtle cues as IP what is
important and why, are signaled by such choices. What are they? What do they mean? What should

we do about them?
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Proof that value issues are involved does not require the presence of either conflict or contro-
versy. Their absence only indicates that the values that are finding expression in a given study or line
of lhquiry, are, in that setting and time, shared by those who are involved, related to, or otherwise'
aware ot the work. The values imbedded in behavioral and social research;therefore, are not always
easy to discern.

Axiom No. 2. The behavioral and social researcher is always conceptually inside the system
or phenomenon under study. This is so whether it is only a part of society
under study (e.g., individuals or an institution) or the whole ofit. This is so
because the language used in conducting and reporting the inquiry is mean-
ingful to the researcher and the researcher's audience(s) only insofar as
those who use the language have hadthe experiences to which they believe
the words and syntax apply.

Pirandello gives us reverse illustration of the meaning here. In Six Characters in Search of an
Author he has one of his characters say:

But don't you see that the whole trouble lies here. In words, words. Each one of.us
Fiz. within him a whole world of things, each man of us his own special world. And how

we ever come to an unde.standing if I put in the words I utter the sense and valt
of things as I see them; while you who listen to me must inevi tably translate them
according to th L. conception of things each one of you haswithin himself. We think we
understand each other, but we never really do)

Langupge, of course, is not the only referent for this axiom. The problems the researcher
chooses to work on, the way in which they are framed, and the way in which the work is reported
&I bear reference to a context of need, understanding, and intended impact.

Still a third dimension of being inside the system is that the behavioral and s ial researcher
always works at a certain point in time. Historical context and language interact iub 41e ways to
alter meaning, consequence, and import. Wrandello again gives us guidance. One ovhis haracters
has been asking ouestions, and when che'lenged why he asks the questions, he responds by saying:

But only in order to know if you, as you really are now, see yourself as you once were
with all the illusions that were yours then, with all the things both inside 3nd outside
of you as they seemed to youas they were then indeed for you. Well, sir, if you think
of all those illusions that mean nothing to you now, of all those vhich don't even see-n
to you to exist any more, while once they were for you, don't you feel that . . . but the
very earth under your feet is sinking away from you when you reflect that in the same
way this you as you feel it todayan this present reality of yoursis fated to seem a
mere illusion to you tomorrow?'

Axiom No. 3. Every researcher must adopt some vantage point for analysis. It may be the
dominant values and assurnptiois that guide the society as a whole. It Hay be

1Pirandello, Luigi, "Six Characters in Search of an Author," in Naked Masks, Five Plays. Eric
Bentley, Editor, New York, Duttc.n, 1952, p. 224.

2Ibid., p. 265.
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the values and assurritions personally accepted by the resea 'cher as the study

is undertaken. The vantage point may be explicit; just as often it is not.

The vantage point may be obvious. The decision may be made to study learning from the

point of tlieW of the scholar rather than that of the teacher. But iri doing so, all of the values and

fashions of academe are rmported into the process. Thesevare not necessarily, or even likely, to be

those of the teacher or school principal.

Less obvious are the kinds of choices implicit in decisions made long ago to approach matters

psych8logically, sociologically, or organizationallychoices which are invested with all kinds of

subtle signifibance as a function of having been lived %,ith for 9ears and having been made b9 indi-

viduals at crucial choice points in their caresrs. The vantage point notion is as true whether it is only

part of society urfder study (e.g., individuals or an institution) or the whole of it (e.g., Myrdal's

American Dilemma, Riesman's Lonely Crowd, or Jencks' Inequality).

Axidm No. 4. The acceptance of a vantage point, an operating context, is an iniplicit

alliance with it. Knowledge gained as a result will fit the parameters of the

accepted context and will be useful in those terms. Knowledge that might

have accrued as a consequence of adopting a different frame of referenct, a

different vantage point, will not be forthcoming nor will the implicit

challenge to that context that might otherwise develop be likely to arise.

If we do research on delinquency or cultural deprivation, we tend to reinforce the root concept.

If we use quantitative methodology we reinforce images of human.behavior following mathematical

rules (as contrasted, more modestly, to being partially describable in suclftwimr. If research method-

ologies are employed conducive to or expressive of behaviors or attitudes that are classified, for

example, as "masculine," the knowledge generated by such methodologies will tend to fit and sup-

port "masculine" metaphors and less so the metaphors common to other continua classified by our

culture as "feminine."

Axiom No. 5. By virtue of the fact that it is done, any social research study alters the nature

of the problem that was studied. Each discovery alters the situation by virtue

of the discovery, makes the situation new, makes it not yet fully known, and

by implication never fully knowable.

I vividly remember as a boy my father commenting on the irony of Time's cover story devoted

to Riesman's other-directed man. The chy the magazine gave popular vent to the concept, was the day

it no longer bore the same degree of truth that it had the week before it appeared. Each person read-

ing it was certain to respond in one fashion or another. In eliciting such responses Riesman's descrip-

tion and analysis altered what he had just described. Society, therefore, as an object of inquiry has

something of the characteristic of the nolonger-with-us Old Dutch Cleanser can with its infinite

series of little Dutch girls holding a can of Old Dutch Cleanser on which is depicted a little Dutch

girl holding a can of cleanser and so on.

Support for project research, development, or dissemination, has the same interventionist im-

pact as findings. Support alone, especially when it comes from public or quasi-public agencies, has

the effect of signifying importance to say nothing of raising to public view.

Because of the visibility phenomenon, closely attendant upon the provision of major support,

an activity does not have to be successful to have an impact. In fact, non-successes can have as

much impact as successes. They can lead, for example, to withdrawal of support for future efforts
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in the particular direction toward which the failure had been 3rierited, indeed, to the withdrawal
of support for the entire general area of inquiry or development. (Interestingly enough, as we pursue
this negative theme a bit more, successes can imperil lines of work, too. Consider the consequences
attenant upon the successful development of Man: A Course of Study.)

Axiom No. 6., The power of behavioral and social research to alter the situation it purports
to describe and understand means that it is an intervention in the social
process. Areas selected for study assume importance by vino of their identi-
fication. The choices, therefore, whatever else they are, must also be con-
sidered political acts.

The juvenile delinquency is again a.good example. The decision to study it rather than the
larger social sUrro-ndings, drew attention away from some things and toward others. Focusing on
genetic explanations of variations in the development of IQ and scholastic achievement draws atten-
tion away from critical requirements for altering the environments and practices.which serve as
crucial variables in reaching and exceeding the thresholds "established" (in whatever sense of that
term) by genetic endowment (whatever that means). However much a part of us may protect the
academic freedom of individuals to pursue untrammeled choices of this kind, thpy are value choices
as well as intellecual ones. The absence of willful intent or awareness does riotAiminish the value
component.

Axiom No. 7. If behavioral and social research has the capacity to alter the situation it
studies and if it is an intervention in the social process, then it follows that
the initiators and the performers of social inquiry may properly be held
accountable, not only for the research that is undertaken, but also the
i)olitical dimensions and conlequences of that intervention.

The increaiing degree to which behavioral and social researchers are being examined in the
public arena is clear evidence of this. Whether those under scrutiny are the likes of James Coleman,
Arthur Jensen, Christopher Jencks, and Jerome Bruneror as recently happened here in Ohio, a
local researcher with a hankering for press coverage, operating irrenponsibly, and op his OWP
researchers should expect, by the very nature of the activity on which they have embarked, to be
held publicly accountable for their work. Their work is assessable not only in terms of academic
standards, but political and moral ones as well.

A.dorn No. 8. Behavioral and social research has an inventional character. It has a way of
creating phenomena that did not pre-exist the search for them.

The notion of self-fulfilling prophecies is an example of this. The consequence of "labeling" as
used in social research is another; a term is invented or applied and quickly we begin to act as if a
condition exists which conforms to the terminology (consider, for example, the function of such
labels as "retarded," "socio-economic-status," "disadvantaged," "culturally deprived," "emotionally
disturbed," etc.).

Axiom No. 9. Behavioral and social phenomena are almost infinitely complex. It is almost
certain, therefore, that no situation is like any other. Furthermore, fully
controlling or accommodating variables in order to render one situation like
another (difficult as much from ethical and political considerations as practical
ones) is equally problematical.

5
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The diCtionary defines research as "the diligent and systematic iniwiry or inve,stigatibn into a
subject in order todiscover oe revise fact, theories, or applications." Science, on the other hand, is

' defined as "the knowledge or.study of bodies of facts or truths systematically arrangeckand showing
the operation of genera;

Here we have an unresolvable conundrum. The models of scientific inquiry we seek to emulate
strive to achieve ends that seem unreachable in our.domain; or, if reachable, upon their attainment
they are unusefil precisely because they are derived from circumstances and conditions thafare
rarely, if ever, pro:ctically attainable.

, In the natural scieoces, we accept general laws as the desired end of inquir§1. General law usually

means the capacity for predictability. But predictaktility in science is typically achieved through the
exercise of meticulous contrOl. Control, in turn, with some notable exceptions, is achieved bythe
careful regulation of extraneous variables whose exclusion permits the regularities suggested by the

laws to operate.

This suggests a rather different view of the oft-heard comparison between the so-called."hard"
and "soft" sciences. The "hard" sciences are those where theoretkal and moral limitations CM con-
trol are limited or non-existent. The so-called "soft" sciences are'those where such control is impos-
sible, where the complexity is ubiquitous and ever changing, and where the consentof the studied
must be secured. Our domains of inquiry are not "soft"; they are only difficult.

This begins to suggest that thinking in ternis of "science" may well lead us in unproductive
directions. Our task in social and behavioral research may not, in the final analysis, be Oroductively
thought of in terms of discovering law, but thought of in terms of achieving understanding of always
changing, universally idiosyncratic, and culturally imbedded phenomena. While natural scientists can
seek and demonstrate.the general application of laws discovered through the rigorous control of
variables, researchers in the behavioral and social domain may have to adopt wholly different strate-
gies; for example, strategies dealing with the concrete rather than the abstract, the specific case rather
than the general rule. This suggests greater emphasis on the process of inquiry rather than its out-
comes, or on good and appropriate processes of inquiry as one of the most important and useful out-
comes,

The tension between the search for generalization and the reality that no situation, circumstance,
or individual is like another, cannot be avoided. Because it may never be resolvable, in our approaches
to inquiry and our search for more productive impact, accommodations to that tension must find
full expression.

These axioms and accompanying discussion may be summarized in three broad statements:

1. Social and behavioral research is inherently reflexive. Its concepts and its processes interact
with each other and with the phenomena under study.

2. Ethics and epistemology are inseparable. Social and behavioral research is inextricably
moral. It is not possible to "produce knowledge" apart from considerations of value.

3. The inherent complexity of behavioral and social phenomena must be reflected in the
models developed to guide the support of productive educational research and development.

6
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I.

Ikluminating Difficulties, P5ist and Present .

--._..'
4.

What does the conceptualization presented above tell us aboUt the pol4'conflicts and squabbles
in our field?-Does it provide e planatory power in theanalysis of root problems? Beforb addressing,
the Model task per se, I want fo toUch lightly on a number of characteristics of our field which I .11
think become more understandable in light of the conceptualization drawn above. ,

's

Every educationalresearch administration with Whi.ch I was associated or rat I have had oppor-
tunity to observe fo'und itielf bemoaning the intrusion of political considerations into what it other-
wise felt ought to have been purely academic or administrative metters. This cpncern har ranged from
discomfort at havirig to support "demonstrations" conceived orchariiPioned by White House or
congressional figures, to incredulity at appropriate reauctitins that seemed inexplicable and unwir-
ranted, to frustrationeven indignationat congressional earmarking of reSearch budgets to protect. .

R&D program; t.' one kind or another. A

The conceptualization, however, suggests interpretations other then the inttusion of non-relevant
considerations. It might be, for instance, that differing views of the worth of R&D activities May well
be a function of differing epistemologies at work.

What :s meant by different epistemologies? Consider the following example. A,physicist might
be able to tell us how it is possible that a bicycle can be ridden. This is soMething that is known in
the way th,t physicists know things. But the ten-year-old knows how to ride a bicycle. Do they know
the same thing? In a sense. In another sense, the way they know, it is very different. Is one kind of
knowledge better thamenother, more powerful, more useful? It depends entirely on the purpose, on
whether one seeks to summon the fire department or design toys that depend on the interplay be-
tween acceleration, force, and balance.

In the conceptualization presented here, the tensions that exist between academicians and
practitioners are not necessarily a function of the practitioner's lesser degree of sophistication as
compared to the researcher (although for. some purposes that may be true), so much as they are a
function of the encounter of two different ways of undei standing reality, two different ways of know-
ing. In part, however, the reason the tensions exist is that neither group fully tecognizes the integrity
of the other's epistemology. Furthermore, the scholars And to believe in the superior status of their
own. This belief is then met by the practitioner's equallr unwarranted (though no less sincerely held)
disdain for the worth of what the academics can do. Each manages to put off the other.

What happens between academics and practitiOners is paralleled by what seems to be happening
between research administrators and political persons. I was especially struck by a common reaction
of congressional figuresone I was quite unprepared fornamely, the rather thinly veiled suspicion
(sometimes rapidly shifting over into contempt) that many congressional figures seem to have for
social scientists. I now believe that this circumstance is directly related to different epistemologies
respecting the same domain. Politicians have to understand the policy in order to get elected, do
good (as they see it), and stay elected. Social scientists claim they look at the same general domain,
but politicians very often cannot.understand or find value in what the social scientists report when
they look. Social scientists experience this rejection as lack of sophistication, and turn away.
Politicians experience the contributions of social science as irrelevant, confusing, and partial (in the
sense of badly incomplete) and undertake their own rejections. When politicians find something they
can understand (geographically-based or organized lobby group political influence and demonstrations
are the kinds of activities they do grasp), they act.

7
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Consider another kind of issue that might be said tt plague educational research and develop-

ment. It is the old puzzler about "why so little of vyhat is done in research" finds its way into
practice; the "shelves and shelves of research studies gathering dust" indictment; the press from
policy and politician types alike for greater impa t for the investment. Explanations for this com-
plex phenomenon have ranged, and properly so, rom supporting an insufficient variety of Rata.
functions (e.g., development, demonstration, di semination) so that knowledge.derived from research

can be used, $o doubt about.the compttence of educational researchers as a group, to inadequate

policy analysis and prioritizing in supitort of research, to expectations for impactthat exceed present

and near future understanding and ca0acity. All of these hold some truth. -

Btit the conceptualization uggests other factors may well be at work. Once again, it is con-
ceivable that the disjuncture is between different epistemologies, different ways of knowing, ways
which are equally valid but ptoceed from different premises and different cultures within the larger
wifole. What we are looking at is not only the product of unsophisticated training, p.m absence of

"class," and the lack of perspective, but also the imposition (or uncritical acceptance) of unwarranted
status hierarchies with respect to the importance of one kind of knowledge as contrasted to another.

Even redent policy thinking, undertaken to work our way through some of these puzzles;seems

to reinforce triliblesome underlying attitudes. We used to talk, for exampl6, aL out educational re-

search and deirelopment, but now the approved terminology seems to be KPUknowledge, produc-
tion, and utilizationa concept whose overtones are hierarchical, if not in intent, then certainly in
connotation. Hierarchies are ordinal, givileg rise to status differentials, which, if unwarranted, are
sooner or latercounterproductive. Does the academic researcher know more than the teacher? About

what? In what sense? Is it more powerful? In which environment and for what purpose? The con-
ceptualization developed in the first part of this paper suggests that context, setting, and purpose are

of fundamental importance in doing, understanding, and assessing behavioral and social research.

What about the inferiority complex that continues to afflict educational research? Why is it

that we are constantly being urged to import talent from the disciplines or to "show one piece of

research'that has ever made a difference in schools?"

Without denying that there is much that can be learned about education from the application
of the talents and techniquestrom the academic disciplines, we ought to be very clear about not
being defensive here. The academic disciplines would be just as hard pressed to point to evidence that
their contributions have had more sOstantial beneficial impact in any other social sector. The
principal content, however, of the press to involve the academic disciplines in the problems of educa-
tion is an implicit judgment that they are somehow stronger, brighter, or more incisive.

These statements ought not to be surprising, for indeed behavioral and social research collectively

slffers from the inferiority complex..F or decades its response has been to look to the natural sciences

for models presumed to help us conceptually and methodologically. But that quest, for reasons already

cited, seems largely inappropriate. Recommendations to look tcAthe natural sciences for models, or

to the "parent" behavioral and social disciplines, seem to come primarily from people who do most

of that kind of work sympatheticaily echoed by those who wish to be thought well of by those who

do most of it. In any case, it serves to continue the press for inquiry that is directed to the develop-

ment of better theory rather than better practice. (I know that nothing is more practical than good

theory. I also know that good theory alone does not make good practice. My statement here is con-

cerned with balance, not exclusivity.)

What does the conceptualization developed here have to say about this kind of problem? For

one thing it suggests that it might be appropriate in thinking about research and development to



adopt what might be called more egalitarian, more republican approaches to inquiryapproaches
which allow and cu4tivate a broader range of types and locations and sponsorships for inquiry than
is presently the case. For example, our thinking ought to easily embrace the view of Jim Kelley of
the Ford Foundation that, among other things, educational research ought to include activities such

as principals and teachers meeting to ask how to better accomplish their educational objectives. The
'tastes and fashion of academe would thus cease to be the sole frame of reference against which to
guide, conduct,-and evaluate research for education.

A Model
,

A model should be a representation of something. It may attempt to characterize the essential
elements of a present reality, or it may serve as the basis from which a new r ality may be constructed.
It should serve to capture essenckwad to demonstrate or bring to mindffie ssential relations between.
constituen`t elements, "moving," as it were, as the character of its elemen or the weights assigned

to them vary in time and space. It can function as a kind of shorthand. It should function as a heuristic
method from which new understandings can be derived. It should be simple, especially if.it is tobe the
basis for policy; it must be easy tookeep in mind, easy for policy makers of all kinds to understand and,
therefore, to use.

The analysis presented here of the nature of behavioral and sucial research is still too abstract,

even too philosophical, to form a basis for policy. It needs to be simplified. Even at the risk of com-
promising slightly on the fullness of its meaning, if t4e basic conception is to be useful for the develop-
ment of policy, then it must be compressed still further.

A formulation that seems to have considerable promise in doing this focuses on the outcomes of
research and those who have a stake in those outcomes. It can be presented thus:

OUTCOMES STAKEHOLDERS

Stated in words, the relationships between stakeholders and outcomes vary as the outcomes and
stakeholders vary. Simple, perhaps even obvious, when subjected to further analysis, the model en-
compasses the central conclusions emerging from the conceptualization of the character of behavioral

and social research

Initially, the model can be said to offer variations at two levels. Presume that it would be
potsible to determine or establish the outcomes of behavioral and social research and, with similar
degrees of objectivity, the indicated stakeholders. It would still be the case, however, that perceptions
concerning outcomes and perceptions respecting stakeholders, by self or others, would also have to
be encompassed in whatever analyses were done. The model can thus be approached at the level of
fact and the level of percept.

Outcomes

If we explore the fullness of the meaning of outcomes and stakeholders, it should become clear
how the two apparently simple concepts embrace a very great deal. The possible outcomes of research
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are almost Ifmitless. A trariety of terms suggests themselves: knowledge, conclusions, policies, prod-

ucts, strategies, practices, processes, clues, hypotheses, theories, perspectives, choices, perceptions
the list could go on and on.

If we think about the form in which outcomes appear, we can then deepen and broaden the
conception still further. The form of an outcome has a great deal to do with accessibility to stake-
holders. In recent years we have increased our understanding of proce.sses in educational research
intermediate between grml theory and good practice. We have learned much about development
and dissemination processes and mechanisms. We are more intimately familiar with the concept of
linkage agents. We have learned something about different norms and incentives which operate to
"publish" the outcomes of research and development in places and forms that do little to kindle the
attention or engagement of those beyond the research producers themselves. Finally, a focus on out-
comes causes consideration of the full range of R&D functions and processes. Research, developmem,
demonstration, dissemination, application and so on, in addition to more fine-grained concerns of
design and methodology all come tpto play since they lead to different kinds of outcomes.

Stakeholders

Having a stake in something means, simply, that one stands to gain or lose as a consequence. As

noted earlier, a stake can be both "real" and "perceived." (A perceived stake, of course, is just as real
but in another sense.) Stakeholders can stand in rektion to any given research outcome in a variety of
ways. For example, it makes sense to talk of primary, secondary, and tertiary stakeholders. Any
given stakeholder may have several stakeholder relations in respect to a research outcomeprimary
in one sense, secondary in others. researcher with children who serves as a school board member
might be a good three-pronged e mple.

It is not especially difficult to develop a comprehensive list of stakeholders in educational
research. A taxonomy would include at least the following:

Children (of many different kinds, ages, levels of affluence, cultural backgrounds, etc.)

Parents (etc.)

Teachers

School administrators (superintendents, principals, etc.)

Policy advisors

Legislators and other political leaders

Teacher educators (broadly defined)

Researchers (academic, policy, local system, etc.)

Evaluators

Curriculum developers

Managers of research institutions
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Publishers

Manufacturers of pedagogical equipment and supplies

Society

School board members, state and local

It should be obvious that this listing is a very diverse one. It includes enormous differences of
function, expertise, and responsibility. Built into the listing of stakeholders are the value and cultural
differences that will be manifest in a society at any given point in time, that will exist between lay-
persons and professionals, between the interests of the young and the interests of the older and more
established. Implicit, therefore, in the listing of multiple stakeholdeis is the need to address their
interests, to work as a broker among them where possible, or provide alternate means of expressing
them where necessary. Research policy makers dc not need to broker all interests, of course. There
exist in the institutional structures of education mechanisms whereby such brokerage can occur in
other settings (e.g., collective bargaining, state legislatures, school boards, etc.). Brokerage in those
settings, however, is not possible unless the competing or contesting elements are adequately sup-
ported through appropriate R&D to assure fair opportunity.

Policy Implinations of the Model

Developing a model is one thing. Translating it into practical policy is another. If the model
and the view of behavioral and social research underlying it were to be adopted, what would that
mean in concrete policy terms?

1. Legitimizing a Greater Array of R&D Activities

Recognizing the considerable number of stakeholders and acting in terms of a conception of
behavioral and social research that attends to reflexivity, unremitting complexity, and the linkage
to values requires a greatly expanded definition of what should legitimately be included under the
general heading of educational research and development. The expansion would take place in several
different directions.

At the top of the list would be much greater emphasis on the kinds of inquiry that would help
practitioners directly and immediately to perform their responsibilities better. The development of
self-administered evaluation strategies for teachers, school administrators, and other professional
educators would be an example. Inquiry approaches designed to help principals and teachers in their
own specific building settings to define and better achieve their educational objectives would be
another. Question asking and data collection methods to aid the clients of schools in increasing the
accountability and responsiveness of professionals would be another example. Together these provide
illustrations of an underrecognized and underdeveloped sector of research to which much greater
attention needs to be directed.

.
If the first examples constitute instances of redefinition growing out Pf attention to stakeholders,

a second set of examples can be derived from the consideration of the special character of behavioral
and social research. Educational research must devise rigorous research and development methodolo-
gies that recognize the reality of subjectivity, the integral relationship between inquiry and values,
and the diversity of epistemologies and experience. Inquiry approaches need to be created and refined
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so that they confront, instead of avoid, the tension between the search for generalizability and the
certain knowledge that no situation is like any other. Research methodologies for conducting site-
specific inquiry, for harnessing empathic techniques, for guiding and shaping the achievement of
desired ends (i.e., capitalizing on the capacity of inquiry to invent phenomena rather than being
inadvertently captured by it), all would need to receive additional attention.

Just as research needs redefinition, so does deVelopment. Qevelopment is a concept we in edu-
cation have borrowed from industry. The term needs to be rethought in terms of its applicability to
human and social systems and behaviors. My hunch is that the direction redefinition would take
would cause us to see that manpower development and organizational development are both legiti-
mate components of the concept of development applied to the behavioral and social domain.

In the worlds of physics, or chemistry, or electroQics, development is the creation of a technical
capability. Once the initial achievement is demonstratet, and if we presume future economic feasi-
bil,ty, then production is undertaken according to rigorous specifications. In the behavioral and social

domain, however, it is human beings whose skills, understandings, and attitudes need to be developed.
Each of us is different from the other; our institutions are no less diverse.4n such a circumstance,
reinventing the wheel may be far from inefficient; it probably constitutes the only meaningful and
effective way of coming to grips with the uncle, lying behavioral and social reality.

2 Decentralization of Authority and Responsibility for Educational R&D

Research policy is highly centralized at the present time. The bulk of the decision authority is
presently exercised in Washington, D.C. Full recognition of the truly incredible diversity of stake-
holders and the obligation to relate R&D outcomes to all stakeholders' needs would lead to a great

pluralism of means, institutions, and resources for educational inquiry.

A. Practitioner Involvement

Policies must be devised federally to stimulate and support research and development activities

down to the building levels of school systems. This could be done by creating flow-through percentage
set-asides of tederal programs (lower and higher education) to be used at the building level, or its
equivalent, to support research, development, or evaluation functions related to the prime purposes

of programs, in terms of which the percentages were calculated. To increase the critical mass, funds
might be considered in the aggregate across programs so long as the inquiry supported was related to

one or more of them. Set-asides would also be provided for state-level inquiry.

The funds thus available throughout the operating educational system would be available for
expenditure for any of the activities and functions that could legitimately be included under the
broadest definition of educational research and development and with full recognition of its many
special characteristics. The monies could be used to train personnel in research or development tech-
niques, to conduct evaluation, to undertake organizational development relative to the purposes of
the parent program, in short, to do anything in an R&D mode that the officials closest to the operat-
ing program felt would be most helpful to the purposes of the program.

The effect of such a policy would be a great expansion in program-related educational R&D
activity. More importantly, it would constitute empowering of practitioners in the commissioning
of research and related activities.
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B. Individual Entrepreneurs

Research policies adopted at the center would also need to cultivate diversity in other ways. .

The practice of defining research needs and priorities at the center is especially tempting, perhaps
even irresistible. On the other hand, those who consider themselves members of the research com-
munity in the more traditional sense, are well aware of the close relationship between self-starting
and creative advance. This means defined levels of support for unsolicited research maintained
over time with propoied work juried and approved in the time-honored manner by panels of one's
peers. Not all wisdom, not all awareness, and certainly not all creativity resides in Washington. The
long-range health of research in theory development, an R&D outcome most likely to appeal to
and come from academically oriented research performers, will be sacrificed if all the shots continue
to be called centrally.

Certainly one of the most important ways of cultivating diversity is to pay close attention to
the training of research and development persons fully representative of the richness and diversity
to be found in the clientele of our educational institutions. An active posture must be pursued to
assure a rich supply of persons representing different cultural, value, and ethnic interests in our
society.

C. Institutional Support

Our field is sufficiently sophisticated to know that project support is appropriate for certain
kinds of work but that real benefits come from other approaches to the support of educational R&D,
particularly larger-scale efforts. Certain kinds of sustained, self-evolving research and certain kinds
of educational development are not performed best in either schools or universities.

A dozen years ago R&D centers were invented. A few years after that educational laboratories
burst upon the scene. Both are central components of a diversified educational R&D system. If they
did not exist it would be necessary to invent them. Managed and monitored properly, they providi
unique environments. Concentrated effort on an evolving line of inquiry can be undertaken. Large-
scale efforts of either research or development can be undertaken under the guidance of well-
connected policy boards and subject to systematic planning unavailable in other kinds of institutions.
The care and keeping of such institutions is a delicate matter, however, and requires special attention

on the part of both sponsoring agency and the institution's own management if optimal benefit and

sustained productivity are to be achieved.

A second group of institutions to which careful additional attention needs to be directed, on
stakeholder grounds, on research development grounds, and on larger system capability and aware-

ness grounds, is colleges and universities that prepare teachers and other professional educators.
While the availability of stable amounts and proportions of funds for unsolicited research proposals

would do much to help here, attention also needs to be given to stimulating research productivity and
awareness in professional ethcation programs and institutions. To the extent that such institutions
are outside the 15rger R&D system, they will continue to prepare people whose own frames of
reference are similarly characterized. Clearly, if we do not change that situation in some directed way,
we are de facto isolating one of the prime collections of stakeholder groups.

3. Analytical Demands and Policy Processes

In this final section I want to discuss briefly the implications of these ideas on policy processes
themselves and, particularly, the kinds of analysis underlying them. While there will be some overlap
here with things already said, the perspective adopted is different and important to include.
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A. Procurement Policies

In the discussion of institutions, individual entrepreneurs, local system capability, and special-
ized institutions, it should be clOar that part of what was being presented was spcific.recommenda-
tions for patterns of procurement. The matter itself needs to be addressed. The way in which agencies
or a nation secures certain kinds of services depends upon'what it believes those services are and the
objectives and accomplishments desired. if we believe research is only what some academics do, then
our procurement policies will reflect that. If we_have more refined notions of how research proceeds,
then our procurement policies will reflect that. If our thinking about research and development and
its relationship to educational improvement proceeds in terms of images of status hierarchies that
exist between and among various stages of how research does or should affect practice, then our
procurement policies will reflect that, too.

For example, consider an experiment to test how school systems would react to the opportunity
to do the kinds of inquiry I suggested might be done under a percentage set-aside program. Should
school systems be invited to apply for such an effort or should someone from NIE just go to a super-
intendent's or principal's desk and say here's the money; this is what you could use it for; are you
interested; what can we do to help, and so on? A true test of the proposed approach would eschew
competition and would not require or expect research sophistication or proposal writing ability.
It would allow failure. It would forthrightly confront the reality. It would trust its prospective
participants.

A

I am somewhat more intimately familiar with another example bgcause of my service the past
six months on the congressionally established Panel to Review Plans and Operation of the Labs and
R&D Centers. Our review so far has made it clear that the program purchase policy followed for the ,

last five years was antithetical to the health and well-being of the Labs and Centers as institutions.
As a procurement policy it was a failure if one of the central criteria for judging success or failure
included whether or not the approach contributed to the enhancement of a multi-faceted system for
the conduct of educational R8ta.

The issue of how the lead agencies in educational R&D procure the work done under their
sponsorship and what those agencies do to stimulate others to conduct themselves in mutually rein-
forcing ways is one of the prime areas for attention. These examples I have given only hint to the
dimensions of analysis. They extend widely to Requests for Proposals, unsolicited research, and
institutional support of several kinds. They embrace difficult issues and intersect with conceptually
unrelated but no less important contracting, accounting, and grant giving procedures and require-
ments.

B. Policy Development

A second focal point of attention equally as important as procurement policies is policy develop-
ment itself. If educational research and development as part of behavioral and social research is re-
flexive and so closely connected to matters of value and culture, then policy development needs to
be thought of as a political process as much as it is an analytical/intellectual process. Unfortunately,
many academics (therefore, many of those who would see themselves participating in the manage-
ment of research programs and processes) shy away from politics, and tend not to like or understand
it. To make matters worse, many academics are permeated with images of the status of the work they
do that are antithetical or at least orthogonal to the conceptualization of behavioral and social re-
search that has been sketched out here. What is worse, practitioners appear to buy into those images,
too.
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That problem notwithstanding, however, policy development processes in educational research
would have to become mach more political than they are now. Oppertunities need to be provided
for access and involvement of stakeholder groups through the developmeilt of research agendas, the
holding of public hearings, and sustained contact over time with the major professional associations
and representatives of key client groups. While many people involved with federal policy often .

seem to worry about getting co-opted when they do this kind of thing, they would be well reminded
that co-option can be a two-way process and that, after all, all of those groups, either as performers
or stakeholders, are the public raison d'etre for the existence of R&D in the first place.

C. Analysis, Analysis, and More Analysis

Finally I would make a plea for analysis, for good old-fashioned hard thinking, relentlessly
pursued and applied. A few years ago in a memo to the House Committee on Science and Astro-
nautics I suggested that researchers in the future might well be called upon to develop stakeholder
impact statements analogous to the environmental impact statements required by the Environmental
Protection Agency. I would now extend that concept to include those who develop research Policy.
I would ask them to specify not only the aims of their policy and the dimensions cif their specific
proposals, but to develop projections of who would be affected, how that effect might be felt, and
what the consequences might be. I would require that in the development of such statements, the
draftei's be regularly expected to place themselves in the shoes of different kindi of stakeholder
to examine from their perspectives what their proposal and their analysis looked like. I suspect that
if assumptions were made clear as to how and why presumed benefits would occur, what the aims
and objectives were, who would be affected, how they would be affected, and with what conse-
quences, and if those documents were then subjected to public review and consideration before
decision, there would be not only greater stability in policy development but there would be better
policy as well.

Summary

Perhaps I have not been as precise or as clear as I wanted to be when I agreed last October to
take or this assignment. There are a number of aspects of what I have presented on which I am pre-
pared to comprOmise and adjust because I myself am not sure what the implications are and what
should be done about them. On the other hand, I have shared with you some notions about the
nature of behavioral and social research about which I have very deep convictions. They are notions
that I think help to explain some of the enduring puzzles of our field of educational research and
development as I have tried to illustrate for you.

After trying to capture those notiont in what I kept referring to as the conceptualization, I
presented a simple interaction model relating variant outputs to equally variant stakeholders. I con-
cluded by examining some of the policy implications flowing from the model. Those implications
lie in three main areas: the legitimization of a broader array of R&D activities, functions, and actors;
decentralization of authority and responsibility for educational R&D; and, finally, the demand for
much more careful analysis and attention to policy in its own right. .f I have had a single purpose
in sharing these ideas before you, it is to stimulate dialog and thought.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question: How do you conceptualize current inquiry strategies? Are they something that some-
body else comes up with and passes down? Are they behaviors? Are they instruments?

I would say all of the above. But let me share with you an experience I found fascinating. A local
school came to us and said, "We have a problem. Can't you people at the University come down and
help us?" I doubted that we had any wav to help them. But I said on that occasion, "We'll come and
listen," and we watched something truly fascinating happen. We went, sat, and listened, and people
started to talk to one.another. A structure, a mechanism, had been created, whereby folks who
hadn't been talking to each other, now started to talk to one another. It turned out they had 80 per-
cent of the answers already; they just hadn't figured out how to put the data together, and how to
work with it and come up with suggestions.

I think that's inquiry. I think that we need to be able to say to those who are making policy about
educational R&D, that that is a legitimate form of Inquiry, just as the other forms we have. Remem-
ber, all We did was go and sit and listen and receive feedback. That's a strategy, a structure, an
environment. There are probably dozens of others as well.

Question: Are there limits to acceptable inquiry strategies? Also, in the courses that we teach
on inquiry, I take it that you would say that most of the current texts present a very
limited, mainstreamed notion of what inquiry is, is that right?

Yes, I'd say that.

Question: But then, are there limits?

Well, I think there are limits. For example, one of the areas in which I know I'm probably going to
have to compromise, although I don't really want to, is on the issues of manpower development and
organization development being part of development R&D. I really believe that, but I know it's
going to be very hard to sell, because the norm is to see it as "training" and "personnel preparation."
Those are the metaphors we use, and so we don't see it as part of "R&D" development. That would
be one kind of limit that would be placed on my conception. That doesn't stop me from wincing
every time I hear personnel preparation called that, rather than development, in part because it means

that there's an artificial separation between functions that ought not to be separated. It also denies
those of us in R&D access to resources that I think need to be provided and thought of in R&D
terms rather than training terms.

Question: I was impressed by your statement that research has to spring from a value system
and has to take stakeholders into account. In teaching we tend to translate that into
talking about experimental biases, etc., but how does one manage that kind of thing?
What are your thoughts on that?
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Let me make a distinction. I was talking about something that is tnext layer below experimental

bias, which is a problem too, of course. When I say the researcherlitt a vantage point, and he or

she is in alliance with that vantage point, it may not be obvious. We may be in so much agreement

that, like the fish, we don't notice the water in which we swim. The only answer I have is nofa

very satisfying onethat is, forcing ourselves to continually address that question. For example, is

there anybody who could possibly take umbrage at this and say "That's not what we ought to be

doing," or say "That's not what we're really interested in," or "What happens if we really do find

out something like that?" Suppose Arthur Jensen had said, "What's likely to come out of this thing

that I'm about tO sit down and write? Can itnybody do anything with it except Keinforce biases? Is

there really any acceptable outCome?" I have some very strong feelings about such matters, con-

victions, really. They go along with Gerhard Piel's recent analysis in the Educ6ional Researcher.

But I'm always impressed when I do my graduate seminar every quarterand we have a very multi-'

cultural seminar,because that's where our graduate students areto see the reactions of different

sectors of the educational community and the ethnic community to these kinds of issues, and to con-

front the different perceptions of reality': Let's say I can sympathize or empathize, but i really don't

have firsthand experience, and there's no way that I could. Insuring the existence of that kind of

dialog is part of the reason why there has to be so much effort in terms of training many different

kinds of folks to participate in research and development. In the faculty dialogs and in the research

design seminars, those kinds of issues will come up because they are, in effect, represented. My pre-

scription isn't any more explicit than that. It's exhortative; I think we can do a lot better than we are.

Question: On the one hand you talk about decentralizing R&D authority and resources for the

purpose of getting to stakeholders, and, on the other, you acknowledge the need for

concentratect, programmatic R&D that's of a sustained effort. Would yo,i address

the cost-effectiveness of these choices, the trade-off involved in proportioning

resources to those two positions.

I can try. Cost-effectiveness is always relative toisome end, to some objective. If we adopt the frame

of reference that we have a few objectives limited in number that we are going to reach, then we

probably make decisions at the center and strive to get there. If our objective, however, is to take

an entire sector of society and raise its consciousnas about the values of inquiry, to raise its

understanding of the characteristics, possibilities, and contra-indications of inquiry, then it seems

we've got to distribute that capacity much more widely than it presently is distributed.

What tenth of one percent of the enterprise is now directed to education R&D in our field? Ntot

only do we not support inquiry in our sector; we don't even train our professionals systematically

as part of their ongoing professional responsibility. If we look at IBM, or Milacron, or GE, or Ford,

we see that they take their professionals and run them through three or four weeks of training pro-

grams every year. Eight or ten percent of their annual paid work effort is in systematic retraining

programs. But the educational system doesn't educate itself. On the contrary, we hire teachers on a

ten-month basis, assume that they are individually responsible for continuing their own professional

education, don't pay them twelve months salary, and so on That's a large statement we make about

ourselves and our society. It has something to say about values applied to education. It's like asking, -

is the Fourth of July rocket cost-effective in the move to get a person on the moon. The answer is,

of course, no. Some of the principles are there, but the investment is nowhere near what's required.

Back to what the percentages are. It's probably two- or three-tenths of one percent. Any other major

enterprise, especially one that is designed to make money, would devote anywhere from three to

eight percent to those kinds of activities. I have difficulty responding to your question, therefore,

for two reasons. The first is we are really not at the point where you can talk about cost-effectiveness

because we're so niggardly about the whole thing in terms of investment. The second reason is that
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concentrated resources are inevitably solution-oriented to whatever problems are identified at the
center, the only place with the power to ailocate big dollars. Distribbted R&D, however, would have
to be function-oriented as far as the funding center was concerned, because the center would never
be able to identify specific problems or solutions of local concern. Local governance mechanisms
and the professionals, distributed as they are, would have to define the problems and strive for solu-
tions. These are two vc,ry different frames of reference for talking about cost-effectiveness and,
therefore, very difficult to resolve.

Question: If we expand our inquiry methodsbroaden our definitionswill this dilute research
methodology and make research less credible? What implicatione do your remarks
have for the training of researchers?

If my remarks &ere to be interpreted as "Stop what you are doing, and do this other thing," yes,
it would diluteWings and it would be both troublesome and objectionable. I am not 'saying that.
Just like every other dean in the world, I want a really eclectic approach. I want all the things that
now work and a lot of other things that could work, too. I was asked at lunch about what would I
do about the demands upon you as a National center to show impact in live years. I would give
some careful consideration about developing processes that could be used widelyinquiry processes,
question making*processesthat could be used widely to provide better answers to local, situationally
specific needs and questions. I wouldn't do that at the expense of other kinds of things, however.
That's where I would grow on the margins so that there could be a kind.of redressing of what I think
is now a major imbalance.

For the second part of your question, I think the present training of researchers is far too !ight on
qualitative techniques, far too light on the moral and political implications of what they're doing,
far too heavy on quantitative and manipuIative. Another point would be more emphasis on such
issues as what is knowledge in our domain, anyway? Classical questions of epistemologyhow do
you know, when do you know, what it is that you know, and so on.

0
Question: I wonder what model you can suggest for converting the Congress and let's say, the

National Commission on Manpower Policy, to the position that you just expressed,
away from quantitative toward more qualitative demonstrations of value?

If I'm right, then developing better inquiry tools for practitioners, not our image of inquiry tools
but ones that satisfy their naeds as they see them, would solve that problem,for us. The logic is
fairly direct. We must begin to satisfy some of the incredible needs that teachers, principals, and
superintendents now encounter to know things of immediate and direct use to them. I don't know
how many of you deal daily with their problems. I don't, but I see them on fairly frequent occasions.
The dominant message is that they are ready to sit back and pay the fine for not doing whatever it
is they have been asked to do, because it's just overwhelming. They don't know what to do. They
don't have good strategies to find out what to do. Working with them, we might be able to help. I
think if we can provide some help, we might see some very interesting pressures on Congress to get
some of that money flowing through.

Take my own case as an example. The most valuable resources that I have in the College of Educa-
tion at Cincinnati are three pieces of money. One is the Deans' Grant for the Bureau of the Handi-
capped which I can use as stimulus for inquiry and development. I carve it up into fifty dollar-a-day
chunks and get faculty to do thir gs on weekends and semester breaks, and activities that otherwise
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- I would be in a pure exhortation-only posture. I have similar kinds of money for implementing the

1980 standards, and I have an equal amount of money to do the same sort of thing generally that

I created five years ago before they started slicing bUdgets. In other words, have three percent of

my budget which allows us to engage in a continuing process of inquiry as an institation. I defend

those resources with all my power. It is the most important money I have. How many principals have

$300 to do that? What would be possible if they had $8,000 or $10,000a year to be able to engage

in institutionally oriented inquiry relative to their mission, client relations, and so on. I imagine that

if we could begin to provide some help by providing inquiry tools to meet local needs, not only

lb would we see changes, we also would see some different kinds of folks getting into those positions

because they would see the possibilities.

Question: What role, then, should traditional research play?

The role for traditional research frankly Makes me uncomfortable. I don't see it very clearly in the

future. But then I don't see it very clearly now. And I'm as puzzled by that as you are. Outside of

the very explicit deliberate attempts to create a curriculum, or an organizational design which is

crafted, evaluated, refined, disseminated, and so on, all of which follow the kind of classical model,

we see the kinds of impact that are either accidental or appear to be accidental. For example, you

bump into somebody in the hallway, and plug in a piece of information, and it happens to hit the

vacant spot that was just waiting for it anchoff they go. Or it's of the sorst that Jake.Getzels writes

about when he describes how the different conceptions of the child correlated rather nicely with

the configuration of school classrooms in terms of their design and set-up: Have you seen th'at little

piece? First, the classroom seats were screwed to the floor, the desks all in a row. Then, there were

movable desks. Then there were chairs and tables, and finally, there were no chairs and tables at all

just a free form. He traces how, over an eighty-year period of time, those different models of the

classroom were in close match with different conceptions of who children are, conceptions that

came out of research on child development. The function of research here was to change our image

of children which then causes, in very indirect and nonspecific ways, changes tc take place in other

sectors of societies which then come back and affect schools. Now it's very difficult to go to Congress

and ask for money for research that does that. So I'm troubled by the role.for research. On the other

hand, I also happen to believe it's very important. If you look, however, at a great portion of what

we do in ow field, it's difficult to say that very much of it is oriented to the kinds ot activities,

theories, or lines of development of the sort Getzels concerned himself with. My answer didn't

satisfy you, I know that. I didn't satisfy myself either, but that's part of our reality, part of our

puzzle.

Question: Who builds the tools? Is that a role for traditional research?

Yes it is, but one had better pay a lot of attention to the vineyard in which the tools are to be used.

I guess what I find particularly intriguing is a number of the lines of inquiry that came through in

the 1977 lab and center plans, where university types, academic types, and practitioner types, were

in locked-together teams, with veto power on both sides, and there had to be consensus before one

could move forward in design, methodology, and reporting. Creating such a relationship between

researcher and practitioner is somewhat a .tificial, to be sure, but what we're then assuring is that

the two different cultures must communicate well with one another and satisfy each other that

they understand each other before they can move to successive stages. Tool development seems to

me something that you want to have just as much participation on as I've suggested there ought to

be in the development of research policies aod research agendas. It's a cooperative and participative

kind of activity. The best example of that is the work proposed at the Far West Lab in teaching

and learning and the work being done under Lee Shulman at Michigan State.
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Question: I know yoU talked to us about 1985, but I'm sitting here in 1978 in a National Center
with $25 million to spend between now and 1984. I think we as researchers would
like to see that R&D have as much impact as humanly possible. Yet we all operate
under a double bind. We get paid to produce "deliverables." Most of what we do is
to produce some kind of product. We think we have an expanded notion of R&D to
some extent in that we havelhotlines and workshops and activities that represent a
wider array, but most of what we do is still product oriented. We are confronted,
therefore, with the double bind of wanting to put our energies where we get paid

but still wanting what we do to have impact and yet having to do that on our spare
or free time. So in that context what recommendations would you make to us as
professionals?

A slightly facetious summarization of your question is, how can I lend meaning to your lives in the
next five years? HoW can you achieve the impact that you want when you are asked to "producq
deliverables"I'm translatirig a little bitwhen your life is carved up into little segments and com-
ponents which somehow don't seem to match up in the aggregate with what it is you *lc you
Ought to bb doing or achieving? There seems to be a conflict or gap between the ways you are asked
and expected to work, and what that end outcome is. One of the things that I would urge you to do
is to challenge as respectfullywand tactfully as you can, the kinds of constraints that you perceive
to exist, that you perceive being imposed on Vou.

I don't know about you, but in an R&D context, I'm a little offended by the conceptot deliverables.
That strikes me.os a strange euphemism, an inept metaphor, Deliverable. What does that mean? One

gets a picture of a van driving.by and somebody pitching three boxes off the back endhopefully,
not in a puddle, or somebody wheeling a barrel through. Somehow it doesn't fit the enterprise that
we are about. If thinking proceeds in unspecifiable ways, unpredictable ways; if human beings grow

best when they have a degree of responsibility over their lives, then processes which violate that
conception are antithetical to the desired ends. Modeling is a terribly important concept, whether it
be teachers and kids, or researchers and the rest of the educational system. If tact doesn't work, then
try trickery. Carve out domains in your existence where you can function the way you know you
need to function. If it means crossing Wednesdays off your calendar, the way I do, so that they don't
exist and so that you can do the work you really need to do, then do it. As an institution, you cah
figure out ways to make accommodations that will get you there. It's a management problem, and
an interesting one, because if you can figure out a way to do it, you can help the rest of us figure
out ways to do it.

This is part of the problem of schools. There isn't any time to do the leverage activities that make a
difference. That's not to say that the things we are doing all the time don't make a difference. They
do, but somehow we are forgetting the yeast in the bread. We are always mixing together things,
putting tivn in the oven, taking them out, wrapping them, so we can deliver. But there needs to be
that growth time, that time for the surprises to happen, and you've got to take r'esponsibility, if
you can't persuade your sponsors. Remember, there are a lot of pressures on them, toocontracting
officers, GAO, and all the rest of those people who seem to operate as if we are all out to steal the
farm. They wrap us up in all these requirements and procedures to keep us from being illeonl and
immoral and irresponsibleand also effective, although in fairness they don't intend that. So e've

got a responsibility to do what we can do. Do it creatively, do it legally, but do it.

Question: If we are really going to help practitioners, or if they are going to help themselves,
maybe we need to get even a little bit more practical than what you have been

suggesting so far. As I've visited schools, I've noticed something that just isn't lack
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of resources or lack of caring on the part of the practitioners. It's a lack of thinking
that I as a practitioner should care or am in a position to cam largely because of the
oppressive systems that we have created for ourselves, what the professional organiza-
tions have done, or what the school bureaucracies themselves'hamedorie, in terms of
compârtmentilizinb people's thinking. Do you agree?

Yes, I think yoZare right, and that's part of what I wat_getting making a plea,for analysis and
why I used the.word metaphor and the idea of trying to get bhi1 metaphors. Take z look at the
word impact! Dent. Up against. Bang into. We don't really want i pact. We want other kinds of .

things. We want people to ask ne% questions, for example, but lots of people don't want to ask
questions. Tfmt's a reality. They don't want to be bothered. They don't want to disturb the careful
treaties that they have negotiated with themselves, and we have tied up the system in structures and
constraints, such as the certification and the ground rules that schools have to comply with in order
to spend state and federal money legally. The whole categorical approach to aid is politic9Ily attrac-
tive and antithetical to what needs to haPpen, namely, a reconceptualization of the toTel resources
that are available to the schools. We find it very hard to do that because we have tb keep reporting
in terms of .the categocies and we have to keep the reporting distinct and we cannot comtngle the
funds. We've invented that. We need.to uninvent it. We need to have places and times where we can
do the kind of thinking I'm calling for; otherwise, it keeps on going. The pitch that I was making tor
a flowthrough percentage set-aside was to afford professionals that opportunity because there would
then be a place in the budget structure for them to do some of that thinking. It's not happening nom
It's very difficult for them to find the opportunity.

Question: My question is one about change and standards, and, therefore, inevitably values.
If your exhortation is to,appreciate and understand the different mindsett of the
stakeholders and their life spaces, to have that relationship to outcomes arid research-
ers, and to have a more egalitarian procurement process across.stakeholders to do.
things like R&D, then at what point do we find an answer to the question about posi-
tive change, other than just an appeasement among stakeholders?

That'S a potent 'question. Who's making the iudgment about change, and who's making the judgment
about whether ist has occurred or not, and whether it's good or bad. It turns out that the answer is a
political one. We have local, state, and federal agencies who have .that responsibility. It's possible that
the faith that I have implicitly placed in the body politic would not be fruitful or forthcoming. I'm
willing to run that risk. I believe that I won't be disappointed.

Let me just conclude this answer with something that happened to me. There's a new housing develop-
ment outside of,Cincinnati$70,000 or $80,000 homes. It's in a very rural community, a rural school
district where everything is clannish. Suddenly these highly affluent folks representing 20 percent of
the school system arrive. They want to know how they can change things.for the better. They asked
me out to talk. I listened to them; they were filled with stories. Some of them were very funny, and
some were very tragic. When all was said and done I think the onlything I did that was useful to them
was to point out that they were defining "better" to suit themselves. The system that they were en-
countering already had decided what was good. Thus, the new group had a very basic value conflict,
not a this-is-better or this-is-worse against sorine common criteria. They were talking about different
kinds of criteria. To me, it seems there are two ways they can get at that. They can either fight and
win or lose, or they can try to achieve some accommo,dation where they can begin to understand
one another and the differences that are manifest in their views of the world and what's good and
what's not good. They can try to create a pluralism in that district that would serve both of their
interests. They don't I,qve it now. They are just as single-minded as they perceive the folks in that
rural district to be. I would prefer we pursue strategies that let more flowers of different kinds
bloom, and let the conflicts and contrasts between them work themselves out in the political arena.
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